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Permissions FAQs

Getting permission to publish text of figures in your IOP article
 How do I obtain permission to reuse content published by a third party for reuse in one

of IOP's journals?

 Do you have a guide on how to use CCC's Republication Service?

 Do you have a permissions request form?

 Do I need to obtain permission to use text taken from a prior publication in an article?

 Do I need to obtain permission to use figure(s) taken from prior publications in my
article?

 Do I need to obtain permission to use a figure I have adapted from a previously
published figure?

 Do I need to obtain permission to use a figure from an article which was published
under the gold open access model, under one of the Creative Commons licences?

 Do I need to obtain permission to use figure(s) taken from prior publications of which I
was an author or co-author?

 Do I need to obtain permission to use figure(s) which have not been published before?

 I have downloaded a figure/photo from the internet. Do I need permission to use it?

 Can I use figure(s)/content from subscription articles in my article if it is going to be
published under the gold open access model?

 'Obtaining permission to reuse a figure from a third party in an IOP journal article'
flowchart
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 Reproducing third party materials in your ebook

 Conference Series: copyright and permissions

 Use of third party content in IOP journals (use of figures): important note

Getting permission to reuse IOP content
 'Obtaining Permissions from IOP to use figures' flowchart

 How do I get permission to reuse figure(s) from articles published under the
subscription model in IOP journals or its partner journals?

 What does 'published under the subscription model' mean?

 I am the author of an article published by IOP under the subscription model. Can I
reuse figure(s)/text from my own work?

 I am the author of an article published by IOP under the subscription model. Can I
reuse the figures in another article to be published by IOP?

 I am the author of an article published by IOP under the subscription model. Can I
reuse the figures in another article to be published by IOP?

 I am the author of an article that I am going to submit to be published by IOP. Can I
reuse figures from another article already published by IOP under the subscription model?

 As a third party (not the original author of the article), can I request permission to
republish figures/text from an article published by IOP if the article was published under
the subscription model?

 As a third party (not the original author of the article), can I use an article published by
IOP for lecture and classroom purposes if the article was published under the subscription
model?

 Can I request permission to republish an article published by IOP if the article was
published under the subscription model?

 What does ‘published under the gold open access model’ mean?

 Under which Creative Commons licence does IOP publish its gold open access
articles?
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articles?

 Do I need to get permission to reuse original figure(s)/text from an article published
under a CC BY licence?

 Do I need to get permission to reuse original figure(s)/text from an article published
under a CC BY-NC-SA licence?

 May I include the Final Published Version of the article in my research thesis or
dissertation?
Upon transfer of copyright, IOP and/or the copyright owner grants back to authors a number of
rights. These include the right to include the Final Published Version of the article in your
research thesis or dissertation. Please include citation details and, for online use, a link to the
Version of Record. IOP’s permission will be required for commercial use of an article published
as part of your thesis. IOP does not allow ProQuest to publish or sell the article as part of your
dissertation.

 May I reuse supplementary data forming part of the article?

 May I reuse supplementary material forming part of the article?

 May I reuse the video abstract of an article?

Permissions queries
Any questions should be addressed to permissions@iop.org.

We aim to provide an initial response to queries within two working days.
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What does 'published under the subscription
model' mean?

I am the author of an article published by IOP
under the subscription model. Can I reuse
figure(s)/text from my own work?

I am the author of an article published by IOP
under the subscription model. Can I reuse the
figures in another article to be published by
IOP?

I am the author of an article published by IOP
under the subscription model. Can I reuse the
figures in another article to be published by
IOP?

I am the author of an article that I am going to
submit to be published by IOP. Can I reuse
figures from another article already published
by IOP under the subscription model?

As a third party (not the original author of the
article), can I request permission to republish
figures/text from an article published by IOP if
the article was published under the
subscription model?

As a third party (not the original author of the
article), can I use an article published by IOP
for lecture and classroom purposes if the
article was published under the subscription
model?

Can I request permission to republish an article
published by IOP if the article was published
under the subscription model?

What does ‘published under the gold open
access model’ mean?

Under which Creative Commons licence does
IOP publish its gold open access articles?

Do I need to get permission to reuse original
figure(s)/text from an article published under a
CC BY licence?

Do I need to get permission to reuse original
figure(s)/text from an article published under a
CC BY-NC-SA licence?

May I include the Final Published Version of the
article in my research thesis or dissertation?
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